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ABSTRACT

Convolutional neural network (CNN) is one of the primary techniques for high-perfor-
mance image recognition. The convolution operation with small-sized filters is a key
ingredient of CNN and the receptive field of the whole CNN is enlarged by stacking lots
of convolution layers. The convolution layer, however, is problematic in terms of the
receptive field. It provides fixed small receptive field due to the fixed filter size in con-
volution, which requires us to manually control it in advance. Besides, the larger-sized
convolution filters significantly increase computation cost. Thus, in this study, we pro-
pose a method to adaptively tune the receptive field of the convolution operation in an
end-to-end manner as well as to enlarge the receptive field in a low computation cost.
Based on the biological studies and scale-space theory, we can disentangle convolution
operation into Gaussian envelope filtering for smoothing and derivative-related filtering,
both of which are heterogeneously parameterized. Those two types of filters are jointly
optimized in the end-to-end CNN training and the receptive field of the convolution is
adequately optimized via learning the Gaussian envelope with a low extra computation
cost. The experimental results on image classification tasks demonstrate that the pro-
posed method effectively enlarges receptive field to improve performance.

© 2023 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have being success-
fully applied to various fields of image processing and recogni-
tion [18, 8]. The convolution operation is well suited for con-
structing natural images [27] and thus CNN can extract effective
image features [8]. It also performs on various signals beyond
images, such as audio signals [28] and point clouds [32].

The convolution efficiently reduces the parameter size of
neural networks due to so-called weight sharing in which the
fixed-size convolution filter works on an input image and fea-
ture maps in CNNs. Recently, CNNs are constructed by stack-
ing lots of convolution layers of even small filters [21]; modern
CNN models [8, 34] generally stack 3 × 3 convolutions deeply
as the 3× 3 filter is most effective from the practical computing
viewpoint [4]. In these CNNs, convolution operation is prob-
lematic in terms of receptive field. The receptive field size of
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convolution is pre-fixed as the filter size, demanding us to man-
ually control it for properly characterizing target appearance of
various sizes. In addition, convolution of larger-sized filters in-
creases computation cost significantly, due to which it is practi-
cally hard to directly enlarge the receptive field by larger filters.

Receptive field of filtering is closely connected to the scale-
space theory [31] which provides local scale analysis by means
of Gaussian smoothing. Image characteristics of various scales
can be analyzed through controlling the scale of Gaussian fil-
ter. The Gaussian filter is also applied to CNNs toward smooth
local pooling since it works as anti-aliasing filtering [19, 22].
The scale of Gaussian, however, is manually pre-fixed in those
networks. Inspired from the biological study on visual cor-
tex [14, 16], the convolution filters are supposed to be smooth
enough for extracting effective visual features [6], and deriva-
tives of Gaussian can be employed as filter bases to build the
convolution filters in CNNs [12, 15]. Those basis filters are
constructed by the Gaussian function of pre-fixed scale, and
thus the receptive field of each convolution is accordingly pre-
fixed. Thus, though the abovementioned approaches partly ad-
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Fig. 1. Disentanglement of 2-d convolution filter. For visual recognition,
most convolution filters can be composed of envelope and derivative filters.

dress the receptive field issue of convolution, they employ pre-
fixed scales, lacking flexibility based on image characteristics.

To remedy the prefixed receptive field size in convolution,
we propose a method to adaptively optimize the receptive field
of convolution on the basis of Gaussian which is fundamental
representation for filters according to the biological studies and
the scale-space theory. In the method, the standard convolution
operation is disentangled into Gaussian envelope (smoothing)
and derivative-related filtering, considering that the derivatives
of Gaussian play key roles for convolution in CNNs [12, 15].
We parameterize the Gaussian envelope analytically while the
derivative-related filtering is implemented by discrete filters as
in the standard convolution (Fig. 2); the Gaussian envelope is
equipped with the scale parameter σ. Thus, the proposed con-
volution is composed of these two heterogeneous filters which
are jointly optimized in an end-to-end manner. By granting
trainability to the Gaussian scale which is responsible for re-
ceptive field, we can adaptively tune the receptive field of the
convolution. It is noteworthy that our method can efficiently
enlarge the receptive field with a low computation cost through
the Gaussian envelope filtering in contrast to enlarging the con-
volution filters. Our contributions are summarized as follows:
•We derive parametric Gaussian envelope functions through

disentangling convolution to control the receptive field.
• The Gaussian scales are automatically optimized as trainable

parameters in an end-to-end learning.
• The method works as convolution of larger-sized receptive

field in a low computation cost.
The method may be related to the curriculum by smoothing

(CBS) [26] which inserts Gaussian blurring layer after convo-
lution to smooth out the feature maps for regularizing networks
during training. In CBS, however, the scale of Gaussian filter is
manually tuned so as to be gradually decayed according to cur-
riculum learning [5], which clearly contrasts with our adaptive
approach. Our key technical contribution of adaptively opti-
mizing Gaussian scale is also distinctive compared to the prior
works [19, 22, 12, 15] which pre-fixes the scale.
Notation. We denote feature map tensors by X and Y . Con-

volution functions are described such as by f(x, y) and g(x, y)
which are practically implemented as filter weights F∈Rk×k and
G∈Rkg×kg . These representations are interchangeably used.

2. Method

2.1. Disentanglement of convolution
In CNNs, convolution filter of k̃ × k̃ × C works on an input

feature map of H×W×C to produce a map of H×W; actually, D
filters are applied to output D-channel feature maps. We focus
on the convolution for the c-th input channel.

1 x 9 x C9 x 1 x C

****
****

3 x 3 x C x D

*
H x W x C

Feature Map

Fig. 2. Disentangled convolution. Standard 3×3 convolution with a filter F
follows envelope filtering which is implemented by two successive channel-
wise convolutions. The envelope filtering controls the receptive field via
scale parameter σc. The trainable parameters are both {σc}

C
c=1 and F.

As implied in some biological works [14, 16], for visual
recognition, 2-d convolution filters are naturally composed of
envelope and derivative-related filters as shown in Fig. 1. It
inspires us to disentangle the CNN convolution filter w as

w(x, y) =
1
Z

exp
(
−

x2 + y2

2σ2

)
∗ f(x, y) = g(x, y;σ) ∗ f(x, y), (1)

where ∗ indicates a convolution operator. The first term is the
Gaussian envelope function g with the normalization constant
Z and the scale parameter σ, which encapsulates the convolu-
tion into local compact support region. That is, the receptive
field size of the convolution w is controlled by the parameter
σ. On the other hand, the second term f is the filter to extract
detailed image characteristics by means of derivative filtering,
e.g., f(x, y) = ∂

∂x
∂
∂y . Such a form of image filters in (1) can be

found in the biological [14, 16] and theoretical [31] works and
is also connected to the empirical observation in CNNs [15].

While the envelope function g is analytically formulated by
means of Gaussian with a single parameter σ, the derivative-
related filter f is hard to define its analytic form in advance; it
is cumbersome to enumerate all the derivative orders that are
effective for image features. Even though re-parameterizing it
by using small number of analytic basis filters [12, 15], it is
less computationally efficient for a small-sized filter, such as
3× 3, also involving a risk of information loss. Thus, we model
the filter function f as a discrete filter F ∈ Rk×k as in ordinary
convolution filters of CNNs. As shown in Fig. 2, our disentan-
gled convolution is composed of analytic envelope function g
and discrete filter F, both of which are trained in an end-to-end
learning framework. It should be noted that the receptive field
of the convolution is optimized through learning the parameter
σ in the envelope, in contrast to the ordinary fixed-size convo-
lution that pre-fixes the receptive field of the convolution.

The disentanglement (1) is different from the simple filter de-
composition of w(x, y) = g(x, y) · f(x, y) [15] which is based on
the multiplicative combination of the envelope g and filtering f.
The simple form requires those two filters g and f to have the
identical domain, i.e., the same filter size, making it impossi-
ble to define g and f heterogeneously. In contrast, the receptive
field of convolution in our formulation (1) is controlled by the
analytic envelope with σ in disregard of f which can be imple-
mented by smaller-sized filters (Fig. 2).

2.2. Disentangled convolution on feature map
Forward path. The disentangled convolution (1) works on a
feature map by the following successive convolution (Fig. 2);

w(x, y) ∗ X(x, y) = F(x, y) ∗ {g(x, y) ∗ X(x, y)} , (2)
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where an input feature map is denoted by X ∈ RH×W . The
first convolution by the envelope function gworks as smoothing
over the input feature map. For smoothing the feature maps
independently across channels, we equip the envelope function
g with channel-wise parameter σc to provide the convolution
for C-channel feature maps by

X̄(x, y, c) = g(x, y;σc) ∗ X(x, y, c),∀c ∈ {1,· · ·,C}, (3)

Y (x, y, d) =

C∑
c=1

F(x, y, c, d) ∗ X̄(x, y, c),∀d ∈ {1,· · ·,D}, (4)

where an input feature map X of C-channels is first processed
by g(x, y;σc) in a channel-wise manner and then convolved
with the discrete filter F ∈ Rk×k×C×D over the whole channel
to output D-channel map Y . While the channel-wise (depth-
wise) convolution has been found in the other works [1, 9], our
channel-wise convolution (3) performs by using the analytical
filter g(x, y, ;σc) with a channel-wise trainable parameter σc.
After that, the ordinary convolution with trainable discrete fil-
ter F is applied in (4) as derivative-related filtering. As a result,
our convolution layer contains two types of trainable parame-
ters of {σc}

C
c=1 and F ∈ Rk×k×C×D.

In (2) the smoothing via envelope function is followed by
the convolution with F. It is also conceivable to place the
smoothing after the convolution as in the CBS [26] which ap-
plies Gaussian smoothing with hand-tuned σ after convolution.

Ȳ (x, y, d) =

C∑
c=1

F(x, y, c, d) ∗ X(x, y, c), (5)

Y (x, y, d) = g(x, y;σd) ∗ Ȳ (x, y, d),∀d ∈ {1,· · ·,D}, (6)

This procedure of ‘conv→env’ tunes smoothness of the out-
put feature map, which could effectively convey information
to the subsequent layers. On the other hand, the approach of
‘env→conv’ in (2) requires lower computation cost since the
number of input channel C is generally smaller than that of out-
put channels D in most CNNs. We empirically compare those
two types of processing orders in the experiment (Sec. 3.1).
Backward path. Since the envelope filtering (3) is followed
by the standard convolution (4), we focus on the backward path
through the envelope, given ∂l

∂X̄ where l indicates a loss. The
loss derivatives with respect to the feature map X and the scale
parameter σ are

∂l
∂X(x, y, c)

= g(x, y;σc) ∗
∂l

∂X̄(x, y, c)
, (7)

∂l
∂σc

=

∫ [
∂g(x, y;σc)

∂σc
∗ X(x, y, c)

]
∂l

∂X̄(x, y, c)
dxdy, (8)

where we use the symmetry of Gaussian envelope function
g(x, y;σc) = g(−x,−y;σc). The feature map is updated through
the envelope smoothing as in the forwarding path, which would
filter out the high-frequency noises in the backward informa-
tion. For updating σc via (8), the loss derivatives ∂l

∂X̄ are
weighted by the convolution ∂g

∂σc
∗X which indicates the saliency

map on the feature map X by means of Gaussian derivative [31]
(or DoG [20]). Thus, σc is learned based on how the salient fea-
tures on X contributes to the loss l.

2.3. Implementation
Discrete filter F. In discretized derivative operation, the filter
size is related to the order of derivatives; for example, the 1st-
order derivative ∂

∂x is realized by 2-pixel size, and the 2nd-order
one requires at least 3-pixels. Based on the biological work [16]
and the modern CNN architectures [8, 34], we apply 3×3 filters
(k = 3) for the discrete filter F which can extract up to 2nd order
derivatives well capturing various local image characteristics.
Gaussian envelope g. The analytic envelope function g that
controls receptive field of convolution is implemented by large-
sized discrete filters. To mitigate the computation issue of the
large filtering, the Gaussian envelope is decomposed into sep-
arable filters (Fig. 2); g(x, y;σ) ∗ X = g(y;σ) ∗ {g(x;σ) ∗ X}
where g(x;σ) = 1

Zσ
exp(− x2

2σ2 ). The 1-dimensional envelope of
the size kg = 2r + 1, e.g., kg = 9 in Fig. 2, is practically imple-
mented by the discrete filter gσ ∈ Rkg of

gσ[x]=
exp(− x2

2σ2 )∑r
ξ=−r exp(− ξ2

2σ2 )
⇒ gσ=softmax

[{
− x2

2σ2

}r

x=−r

]
, (9)

where due to the discretization, the analytic normalization via
Zσ is replaced by softmax operation which is well established
in a CNN literature. In addition, for training non-negative pa-
rameter σ, we introduce auxiliary parameter σ̃ ∈ R such that
σ2 = log(1 + exp(σ̃)) = softplus(σ̃) on −∞<σ̃<+∞. From
a viewpoint of filtering, the discrete filter has kg × kg receptive
field but it should noted that the Gaussian envelope (9) controls
an effective receptive field [21] up to kg×kg where valid positive
weights are assigned, as shown in Fig. 4b. We hereafter refer to
this effective receptive field as receptive field for simplicity.

2.4. Comparison to other methods
Our method can be related to the other approaches from the

following aspects. These comparisons highlight our techni-
cal contribution to optimize the scale parameter in an analytic
Gaussian envelope function for tuning the receptive field size.
Smoothing. The method of curriculum-by-smoothing
(CBS) [26] also applies Gaussian smoothing after convolution
with manually-tuned scale (σ); σ is exponentially decayed in
the manner of curriculum learning [5]. In contrast to CBS, the
proposed method automatically tunes σ through an end-to-end
learning in an adaptive manner for training images and tasks
without manually exploring σ nor curriculum scheduling.

As mentioned in Sec. 2.1, smooth filters can be coupled with
a convolution filter in a multiplicative manner of

w(x, y) = g(x, y) · f(x, y), (10)

where the smooth envelope g is defined on the same receptive
field as f. In contrast, our approach is capable of enlarging the
field size of g beyond that of f via the convolutional form (1).

While we analytically define envelope function g as a para-
metric Gaussian form (9), it could be described by means of
ensemble approach used in [4]. As shown in Fig. 3, the en-
velope function g is approximated by a linear combination of
several fixed smoothing functions by

g(x, y;σ) ∗ X(x, y) ≈

 m∑
i=1

αig(x, y; σ̂i)

 ∗ X(x, y), (11)
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Fig. 3. Ensemble of smoothing filters of m = 5 scales.

where {σ̂i}
m
i=1 indicate m fixed scales. This approach is imple-

mented with batch-normalization [11] as shown in Fig. 3, which
converts the optimization of scales {σc}

C
c=1 in (9) into that of

BatchNorm parameters [4].
Attention. We have so far discussed the envelope function
from the smoothing viewpoint. It is also possible to relate
the non-negative weight g with a local attention map [29]; our
framework in Fig. 2 first aggregates local features by means of
Gaussian attention map g and then applies a standard convolu-
tion. From that perspective, the Gaussian attention is general-
ized into a parametric attention map ĝ such that∫

ĝ(x, y)dxdy = 1 ∧ ĝ(x, y) ≥ 0 ∀(x, y), (12)

which is simply implemented by softmax(G) with an auxiliary
weight parameter G ∈ Rkg×kg to be optimized. The local atten-
tion map G is constant and shared at any positions.

On the other hand, an adaptive local attention map is con-
ceivable according to the attention-based approach [30] by con-
structing the filter Gx,y based on local features around X(x, y) as

X̄(x, y) =
∑

(i, j)∈N

Gx,y[i, j]X(x + i, y + j), (13)

Gx,y = softmax({w>c X(x, y) + w>n X(x + i, y + j)}i, j), (14)

where wc and wn ∈ RC are projection vectors from the center
feature vector X(x, y) and neighboring one X(x + i, x + j) into
an attention weight [30], respectively. This approach adaptively
assigns a local attention map to each position (x, y) while ours
and the above-mentioned one (12) use constant envelope.

Note that these methods demand considerable computation
cost due to the parameter size G and the projection (14).
Convolution. From the architectural viewpoint (Fig. 2), our
method stacks successively two convolution layers for envelope
smoothing (3) and feature extraction (4). It should be noted
that the first convolution is constrained to the analytic Gaussian
function parameterized by σc for controlling receptive field of
the convolution. The parametric Gaussian envelope can be ar-
chitecturally extended into the trainable depth-wise (DW) con-
volution [1, 9] composed of 1 × kg and kg × 1 filters in accor-
dance with our implementation (Sec. 2.3) which are optimized
without any analytic constraints through the end-to-end learn-
ing; this DW approach optimizes 1×kg and kg×1 filters at each
channel in addition to the standard convolution with a filter F.

As to the parameter size, our method introduces C additional
parameters, {σc}

C
c=1, per convolution. It is fairly compared to

enhanced convolution which is equipped with additional pa-
rameters. For example, additional projection consuming D pa-

rameters {wd}
D
d=1 is introduced by

Y (x, y, d) =

C∑
c=1

F(x, y, c, d) ∗ X(x, y, c) + wd
1
C

C∑
c=1

X̄avg(x, y, c),

(15)
where X̄avg is constructed by applying average-pooling of size
kg × kg to X . It is also comparable to apply local squeeze-and-
excitation (SE) [10] with C additional parameters {αc}

C
c=1 as

Y (x, y, d) =

C∑
c=1

sigmoid(αcX̄avg(x, y, c))
[
F(x, y, c, d) ∗ X(x, y, c)

]
.

(16)

3. Experimental Results

We applied the proposed method to ResNet-50 [8] on Ima-
geNet classification task [3]. Since the receptive field of con-
volution would be crucial at downsizing feature maps, the pro-
posed method is embedded at the layers that perform downsiz-
ing by means of 2-strided convolution; ResNet contains four
downsizing layers including the first convolution (Fig. 5b) and
three residual blocks (ResBlocks, Fig. 5a).

Following the standard practice [8], the ResNet is trained on
mini-batch size of 256 by SGD with momentum of 0.9, weight
decay of 0.0001 and initial learning rate of 0.1 which is divided
by 10 every 30 epoch over 120 training epochs. The scale pa-
rameter σ̃c is initialized as σ̃c = 0, while the other parameters
are initialized by the standard protocol.

3.1. Performance analysis on ImageNet training

We analyze the proposed method with the envelope size kg =

9 from the following aspects.
ResBlock. As shown in Fig. 5a, the proposed convolution is
applied at the ResBlock to two types of strided convolution; one
is 1 × 1 convolution at the identity path and the other is 3 × 3
convolution at the residual path. We explore how the proposed
convolution works on those paths in Table 1a. The performance
of original ResNet (denoted by ‘none’ in Table 1a) is improved
by applying our convolution to residual path, which is further
enhanced by the application to both paths. Our convolutions
at both paths equally contributes to performance improvement;
our method at each path improves the performance by about 0.4
point. The proposed method can effectively control the recep-
tive field size through not only the residual path but also the
identity path of point-wise (1 × 1) convolution. We hereinafter
apply our convolution to both paths at the ResBlocks.
Layer position. Then, in Table 1b, we compare performance
in terms of layer positions at which the proposed method is em-
bedded. The method at the deeper layers effectively contributes
to performance improvement, while the one at the 1st layer is
less effective; the method applied to the 2nd∼4th layers pro-
duces almost the same performance as the full model applying
our convolution to the 1st∼4th layers. As discussed later, this
is also verified through visualizing envelope function (Fig. 4b)
to show that the receptive field of the first convolution layer is
not enlarged by the Gaussian envelope. On the other hand, the
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Table 1. Performance analysis by ResNet-50 [8] on ImageNet [3]. We report the top-1 error rate (%) with top-5 error rate.
(a) Paths at ResBlock

Path none residual identity& residual

Err. 23.81 6.91 23.46 6.95 23.03 6.72

(b) Layer positions

Layers 1,2,3,4 2,3,4 3,4 4

Err. 23.03 6.72 23.08 6.67 23.44 6.81 23.57 7.01

(c) Processing order

Order env→conv conv→env

Err. 23.03 6.72 22.93 6.69

(d) Parameterization of envelope

Type single σ multiple {σc}
C
c=1

Err. 23.40 7.04 23.03 6.72

(e) Envelope size at inference

Size 9 × 9 3 × 3

Err. 23.03 6.72 22.98 6.70

(f) Computation complexity

Method ResNet-50 Ours (9 × 9) Ours (3 × 3)

GFLOPs 3.84 3.89 3.86
Speed (ms/img) 0.167 0.184 0.177

(g) Comparison to other methods

Convolution Attention Smoothing

+DW [9] +Proj. (15) +SE (16) Param. (12) Adapt. (14) CBS [26] Mult. (10) Ens.(11) Ours

Err. 24.65 7.50 23.60 7.01 23.85 7.13 23.42 6.94 23.59 6.80 23.91 7.18 23.74 7.06 23.44 7.05 23.03 6.72

(h) Various fixed σ

σ 0 0.3 0.6 0.7 1 2 ours

Err. 23.81 23.67 23.23 23.21 23.77 26.79 23.03
6.91 6.97 6.84 6.79 7.22 8.86 6.72

(i) Performance on various ResNet models

CNN ResNet-34 ResNet-50 ResNet-101 ResNeXt-50 [34]

orig. 25.90 8.27 23.81 6.91 22.04 6.17 22.32 6.54

ours 25.36 7.97 22.58 6.29 21.56 5.94 21.93 6.25

Layer positions
1st layer 2nd layer 3rd layer 4th layer

3x3 conv at residual path
1x1 conv at identity path

(a) Box plot of learned {σc}
C
c=1

σ = 0.33 σ = 0.6

σ = 0.7

(b) Representative
envelope filters

Fig. 4. Learned envelope filters at respective layers. In (a), each learned σc
is depicted by the dot point, and (b) shows representative ones; σ = 0.33
for 1st layer (mean), 0.6 and 0.7 for other layers (mean and max).

deeper layers demand the receptive field to be properly opti-
mized for better performance. Enlargement of convolution re-
ceptive field at the deeper layers more effectively contributes to
enlarge the receptive field of the whole CNN.
Before/After convolution. As mentioned in Sec. 2.2, the pro-
cessing order of the Gaussian envelope g and the discrete filter
F is analyzed; two types of ordering, envelope before/after con-
volution, are conceivable as shown in (3,4) and (5,6). Table 1c
demonstrates that, though the model of ‘conv→env’ contains
larger number of parameters ({σd}

D
d=1) due to D > C, there

is less significant performance difference between the two ap-
proaches. Thus, for computation efficiency, we apply Gaussian
envelope before convolution (env→conv) in (3,4).
Parameterization of Gaussian envelope. We apply the
channel-wise Gaussian envelope (3) to capture spatial charac-
teristics from respective feature maps, which is compared to the
simple envelope parameterized only by single σ across chan-
nels. Table 1d shows that the simple approach deteriorates per-
formance since it ignores the difference of feature map char-
acteristics among channels, validating the effectiveness of our

conv [1x1, /2]
BN

conv [1x1]
BN, ReLU

conv [3x3, /2]
BN, ReLU

conv [1x1]
BN

identity path residual path

BN, ReLU

max-pool [3x3, /2]

conv [1x1]
BN, ReLU

conv [7x7, /2]

conv [1x1]
BN, ReLU

conv [3x3]
BN, ReLU

conv [1x1]
BN, ReLU

identity path residual path

conv [1x1]
BN

conv [1x1]
BN, ReLU

conv [3x3]
BN, ReLU

conv [1x1]
BN

identity path residual path

first
Conv

BN, ReLU
conv [7x7, /2]

conv [1x1, /2]
BN

conv [1x1]
BN, ReLU

conv [3x3, /2]
BN, ReLU

conv [1x1]
BN

identity path residual path

(a) ResBlock (b) 1st layer (c) our 1st layer
Fig. 5. ResBlock equipped with the proposed convolution. The notion of
‘/2’ indicates the stride of 2 pixels. The proposed convolution is applied to
the gray-colored layers. (a) Standard ResBlock. (b) 1st layer of ResNet. (c)
Our modified 1st layer of ResNet.

channel-wise smoothing.
Analysis of learned σ. We then qualitatively analyze the
learned channel-wise scales of σ2

c = softplus(σ̃c). Fig. 4a
shows the learned {σc}

C
c=1 at respective paths and layers. The

learned scale at the first convolution is small with less diver-
sity, which interestingly contrasts with the (hand-crafted) orig-
inal larger convolution size of 7 × 7 in the ResNet architecture
(Fig. 5b). On the other hand, the scales at the deeper layers are
moderately larger, exhibiting larger variance across channels
which also reflects the difference among channels. It should
be noted that the receptive field of the whole CNN can be more
effectively enlarged by the larger σ at the deeper layers. Fig. 4b
visually depicts the envelope filters, demonstrating that the en-
velope at the first convolution is close to delta function without
smoothing, while the deeper layers demand smoothing effects.
Shrinking envelope filter at inference. As shown in Fig. 4b,
the effective receptive field of learned envelope filters are so
compact as to be encapsulated even by 3×3 filter size, implying
that the envelope filters are redundantly implemented by larger
size of 9×9, kg = 9 in (9), at a training phase. Thus, after train-
ing, the envelope filter size kg can be reduced to fit the learned
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effective receptive field; we apply kg = 3 to the Gaussian enve-
lope (9) with the learned σc only at inference. Table 1e&f show
that the smaller envelope filter of 3 × 3 successfully reduces
computation cost while keeping performance.
Computation complexity. The method is evaluated from the
computation viewpoint. It roughly requires additional compu-
tation of 2kgCHW per convolution layer due to the decomposed
envelope computation in Sec. 2.3. Thus, as shown in Table 1f,
the ResNet-50 model equipped with our method increases neg-
ligible computation cost compared to the baseline, especially in
the case of kg = 3 by the shrinking technique (Table 1e); the
time speed is measured on a single NVIDIA Titan-V GPU.
Fixed σ. In Table 1h, our method automatically optimizing σ

is compared with naive approaches to fix σ; we can fix scales
based on the analysis in Fig. 4. The performance is improved
via slightly enlarging σ and the favorable performance is given
by σ = 0.6 and 0.7, the majority of our optimized σs in Fig. 4,
though being inferior to ours. The performance is then sud-
denly degraded by σ > 0.7. Such a sensitivity to the scale σ
makes it hard to manually tune σ in advance. Thus, our method
is advantageous in both points of improving performance and
eliminating laborious parameter tuning.
Comparison. We then compare the proposed method to the
comparable approaches discussed in Sec. 2.4; the performance
comparison is shown in Table 1g.

From the architectural viewpoint that we stack two con-
volution layers with C additional parameters, the method is
compared with augmented convolution methods by depth-wise
(DW) module [9] as well as projection (15) and SE mod-
ule (16). Especially, the latter two approaches (15,16) that
roughly adds C parameters to baseline provide fair compari-
son in terms of parameter size. Our method outperforms those
approaches, demonstrating that the additional C parameters ef-
fectively works in the form of Gaussian envelope.

The Gaussian envelope can be related to local attention mod-
els. The analytic form of Gaussian is generalized to (trainable)
parametric weight (12), while adaptive attention model (14)
constructs local attention weights based on input neuron acti-
vations in contrast to our static Gaussian envelope. Those at-
tention models improve performance, yet being inferior to ours.
The analytic Gaussian envelope is simple and general to endow
effective inductive bias with low computation cost, even com-
pared to these local attention models based on a more general
parametric map and an adaptive prediction (14).

Our method shares the motivation of smoothing with
CBS [26] which manually tunes scale parameters σc in the cur-
riculum learning framework [5]. The smoothing Gaussian enve-
lope also has some alternatives of multiplicative envelope over
convolution weights (10) and ensemble approach (11) in Fig. 3.
The performance comparison validates the effectiveness of our
analytic envelope with automatic optimization for the scale σ.

The performance results in Table 1g demonstrate that the pro-
posed method works well by optimizing the receptive field by
means of the parameterized Gaussian smoothing function.
Architectural modification on ResNet. As shown in the above
experimental results, the method adaptively enlarges the recep-
tive field of convolution, which inspires us to slightly modify

input image orig. (σ = 0) ours σ = 2

coffee mug

space bar

wok

boa constrictor
Fig. 6. GradCam [24] attention maps of ResNet-50 models.

the CNN architecture of ResNet (Fig. 5b). We exclude the
max-pooling after the first convolution and apply the downsiz-
ing operation to the following ResBlock with our convolution
as shown in Fig. 5c; thereby, the proposed convolution is em-
bedded at five layers of ResNet in total. Table 1i shows per-
formance results of various ResNet models equipped with the
proposed convolution, exhibiting performance improvement.

Fig. 6 shows examples of attention maps produced by apply-
ing GradCam [24] to ResNet-50 models. In the original model,
the features at image borders occasionally interfere in perfor-
mance. On the other hand, the proposed method favorably sup-
presses those features by means of smooth envelope function at
convolution layers to improve performance. The model fixing
σ = 2 (Table 1h) produces similar maps to ours, though degrad-
ing the attention in some cases by the larger receptive field.

3.2. Transfer learning

To assess the effectiveness of feature representation learned
by the method, the pre-trained CNNs on ImageNet are trans-
ferred to the other downstream image classification tasks. For
fair comparison, only the final FC classifier in the ResNets is
fine-tuned on the datasets while freezing the feature extraction
layers before the global average pooling.

We evaluate performance on the datasets of Caltech-256 [7],
MIT-67 [23], SUN-397 [33], FMD [25] and DTD [2] which
provide various tasks related to image classification to assess
the transferability of the pre-trained CNN models. The perfor-
mance is measured by classification error rates (%) computed
via the standard protocol provided in the respective datasets; for
Caltech-256, we draw 60 training samples on each class, and for
details of the other datasets, refer to the respective papers.
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Table 2. Performance results (error rates %) by transfer learning.

Type object scene material

Dataset Caltech-256 MIT-67 SUN-397 FMD DTD

orig. ResNet-34 17.24 34.48 46.37 20.87 33.80
our ResNet-34 16.80 32.91 45.95 20.00 33.37

orig. ResNet-50 15.27 30.00 43.32 19.73 30.62
our ResNet-50 15.05 28.51 42.36 17.27 29.72

CBS [26] ResNet-50 15.27 28.73 42.81 19.67 30.22

Performance results are shown in Table 2. Our ResNet mod-
els of which receptive fields are optimized via envelope func-
tions are superior to the original models. In particular the per-
formance improvement is well found in the tasks which are
rather apart from the object classification that is closely related
to the ImageNet classification (pre-training) task. These results
demonstrate that our method contributes to improve feature rep-
resentation toward high generalization by properly optimizing
the receptive fields of convolution to mitigate overly fitting to
the target dataset/task. Such improvement can be discussed
from the regularization perspective [26, 13, 17]. The Gaussian
envelope renders smoothing regularization to CNN by reduc-
ing gradient noises to reach the optimizer of better generaliza-
tion [13]. Smoothing is common artifact frequently observed
in images and thus the regularization regarding the smooth-
ing incorporates favorable inductive bias to CNNs for improv-
ing transferability in contrast to the other common regulariza-
tion [17]. As shown in Table 2, the CBS [26] slightly improves
performance due to the smoothing regularization injected dur-
ing training, but is inferior to our method which optimizes the
degree of smoothing via learning σc.

4. Conclusion

We have proposed a convolution method to adaptively opti-
mize receptive field. Based on the biological insights and the
scale-space theory, the standard convolution process is disen-
tangled into two components of Gaussian envelope smoothing
and derivative-related filtering, which are formulated in analytic
and discrete manners, respectively. Through end-to-end learn-
ing, those two heterogeneously parameterized filters are jointly
optimized while adequately tuning the receptive field of convo-
lution via the Gaussian scale parameter in contrast to the stan-
dard convolution and prior works which pre-fixes the scale. Our
method performs as a convolution of larger-sized receptive field
with a low computation cost due to the efficient Gaussian enve-
lope. In the experiments on the ImageNet classification task,
the proposed method is thoroughly evaluated from various as-
pects and exhibits favorable performance improvement even on
transfer learning scenarios using the other datasets.
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